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The Cover
Winter is a tough time for even some of the deer herds of California. This
buck in the southeastern part of California must stretch in order to nip off
the ends from a bitterbrush plant. Bitterbrush is a favorite and important
food source for some of California’s deer herds.
Photograph by Stephen Ingram — www.ingramphoto.com.
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CDA President’s Message

High Expectations
As I sit down to write this first

President’s Message of 2007, it is
with a sense of renewed energy and
optimism. With several critical
issues resolved for the
organization, the California Deer
Association and I are approaching
the New Year with
a high expectation
of success!

Even the CDA
Board of Directors
has been displaying
a little extra energy
in our discussions.
We are working on
a Business Plan and
a strategy of
implementation to
determine
directions that this
organization should
be heading in the
next five years. We
would like input from the
members, so if you have a chance
to “bend a Director’s ear,” please
feel free to do so. We are striving to
be fiscally responsible, yet continue
to grow to further meet the needs
of our members. Where and how
we do this is still open to debate.

The CDA Project Committee
continues to work closely with all
the agencies to improve deer
numbers throughout the state. Of
course, there are several trains of
thought on how to best accomplish
this goal. We are approaching the
issue on several levels, including
working with California Outdoor
Heritage Alliance (COHA) at a
legislative level to have a voice in
laws that impact our wildlife;
assisting local wildlife biologists
with habitat improvement and deer
research; and working on key land
acquisition proposals that protect
our deer herds.

The “Request for Projects”
proposal letter has been sent out for
the 2007 funding year.  In addition,
CDA has set up a Training Workshop
for the Project Committee and the
Chapter Lead Person. This will take
place at the Canada de los Osos and

will include guest
speakers on wildlife
projects. Please take a
moment and review the
2006/2007 Project
Report that has been
included with this
newsletter.

January also kicks
off the fund-raising
portion of our
organization. There are
seventeen events
scheduled in the next
seven months. Please
make plans to go and
support these chapters.

The dates and contacts can be found
on www.caldeer.org events page and
on page 4 of this issue of California
Deer.

I would like to ask you, at the
next banquet/auction that you
attend, to take a moment and
consider the amount of time and
effort that goes into the success of
the event. It is awfully easy to find
fault. It has long been the position of
this organization that if you have a
complaint, get involved and fix it
from the inside. Become a volunteer
or a committee member and really
institute change — don’t just talk
about it! CDA is still a volunteer
organization and there are unlimited
opportunities to participate in our
efforts to improve California deer
herds and wildlife.

Andy Wood
President
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Mystery Solved!!!

In the last issue of California Deer I
ran this photo that was sent to me by a
reader. The photo had been circulating
on the Internet and it was said to be a
California buck. I checked with the
DFG, and its staff could not provide any
information regarding the buck or
hunter. I then turned to CDA members
to see if they could help find out who
the hunter was so we could share the
story. I also questioned whether it was a
California deer or possibly a doctored
photo using a computer program like
Photoshop.

The good news is that it is a
California buck taken during the 2006
season on public land by California deer
hunter Leigh Peacock. Unfortunately
my statement questioning the
possibility of the photo being fake was
interpreted by some as meaning it was
fake, and by a few others as a slight to
the hunter himself. In a conversation I
had with Mr. Peacock, it was evident
that he was upset at hearing of the
photo and caption via word of mouth as
he felt it gave hunters a negative image
of him rather than a positive one. I have
personally apologized to Mr. Peacock
for any negative reaction this may have
generated and expressed to him that it
was never my intention to take away
from his accomplishment in taking such
a fantastic buck.

I hope that readers who may have
spread negative comments will now
help me and Mr. Peacock by spreading
the real story — that this buck is real,
that it was taken under fair-chase
methods, and on public land here in
California. He did tell me that the story
of his hunt will be in a future issue of an
outdoor magazine and following its
publication, he is willing to share it with
other outdoor communications outlets.

I must say that Mr. Peacock will
have a story that all California deer
hunters will surely want to read. He
will also share with hunters that you,
too, have a chance to take a buck of a
lifetime like this in California.

Jerry Springer
Editor
Jerry@WesternHunter.com

Mystery solved! This is California hunter Leigh Peacock with his 2006 California buck.
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2007 Banquet Season Dates

Chapter Banquet Date Contact

Santa Rosa 1-13-07 Rich Krona (707) 585-9756

Redding 1-20-07 Dean Burroughs (530) 242-9294

Gridley 3-03-07 Matt Hamman (530) 868-5047

Kern River Valley 3-17-07 Bill Stonebarger (760) 379-2804

Chico 3-17-07 Andy Wood (530) 343-9514

San Jose 3-24-07 Bill Otto (408) 723-3588

Mount St. Helena (Calistoga) 3-30-07 Jack Geary (707) 942-6817

Western Sierra (Sonora) 4-07-07 Bert Abreo (209) 736-4804

Central Coast (Paso Robles) 4-14-07 Ryan Smith (805) 461-3942

Bakersfield 4-14-07 Gene Darter (661) 201-5328

Salinas Valley 4-21-07 Bill Lundquist (831) 443-1415

Southern California 5-05-07 Glenn Tessers (310) 973-8148

Mt. Diablo (Walnut Creek) 5-12-07 Al DiPrima (925) 672-6026

Westside (Gustine) 5-19-07 Anthony Castro (209) 854-6709

Central Valley (Fresno) 6-02-07 Jerry Kemp Sr. (559) 323-4111

Eastern Sierra (Bishop) 6-16-07 Bob Wilson (760) 873-5600

Sacramento 7-14-07 Oscar Ramirez (916) 688-8469

CDA 2007 Banquet
California Auction Tags
Open Zone Deer Tag
March 3rd
Gridley Chapter
Contact: Mark Dalrymple (530) 682-7497

Golden Opportunity Deer Tags
March 17th
Chico Chapter
Contact: Andy Wood (530) 343-9514

March 24th
San Jose Chapter
Contact: Bill Otto (408) 723-3588

April 21st
Salinas Valley Chapter
Contact: Bill Lundquist (831) 443-1415
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PROJECTS
Round Valley Winter Range

By Karen Ferrell-Ingram, Photos by Stephen Ingram

Unlike many other wildlife
species in California, the Round
Valley deer herd in the Eastern
Sierra is actually thriving! This herd
is approximately 3000 animals
strong, up from a low of about 900
in the late 1980s. With the help of
local landowners, the California
Deer Association and the California
Department of Fish and Game, the
Eastern Sierra Land Trust has been
investing resources into trying to
ensure the continued existence of
this important wildlife area.

It has become clear that the
future of this herd depends on
maintaining an adequate and
unobstructed winter range and
migration corridor. Most of the
Round Valley deer herd’s habitat
lies on public land but the
migration corridor bottlenecks to
about one mile wide precisely
where Swall Meadows sits, a
rapidly growing housing
development. Approximately 2200
mule deer travel through this
bottleneck twice a year and it is
feared that when the community is
fully built out, the deer will face an
insurmountable roadblock of

human disturbance and fragmen-
tation.

The Eastern Sierra Land Trust
has worked with three landowners
in this area to place voluntary land
protection agreements, known as
conservation easements, on their
land to restrict future subdivision.
These conservation easements total
62 acres, which means that there
will be about 30 fewer houses built

within the migration corridor.
Conservation easements are

effective tools because the
easement stays with the land no
matter if ownership changes or the
land trust goes out of business (not
likely!). The land remains private
property and the landowner can
use it and enjoy it, as long as the
conservation values are main-
tained. As agreed upon in the
conservation easement, the Eastern
Sierra Land Trust monitors the
property at least once a year to
ensure that the terms of the
easement are being followed.

The Eastern Sierra Land Trust
is pleased to be partnering with
the California Deer Association on
another conservation easement to
benefit the Round Valley deer
herd. Our program to protect this
important deer habitat is picking
up steam with several more
landowners recently expressing
interest in permanently preserving
their land for wildlife. We truly
appreciate CDA support and the
work of your organization to
protect critical habitat throughout
the state.
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Mule Deer Fawn Survival
In The Central Sierra Nevada

By Kevin L. Monteith and Vernon C. Bleich, DFG, Bishop, California

CALIFORNIA DEER MANAGEMENT

As recently as 1984, approxi-
mately 85% of the mule deer
wintering in Round Valley (Inyo and
Mono counties) migrated to the west
slope of the Sierra Nevada to spend
the summer. Since we began
examining summer range use by
deer captured on the Round Valley
winter range, the proportion of deer
that migrate to the west slope has
declined to about 55%. This shift
corresponds with lower survival
rates experienced by fawns born to
deer that summer west of the crest,
when compared to fawns born east
of the Sierra crest since 1997.

Differential survival of fawns has
been confirmed by recruitment data
acquired from the winter range in
Round Valley, which is used by deer
that summer east and west of the
crest. These results suggest that

differential fawn survival is having a
tremendous impact on the dynamics
and behavior of mule deer in the
central Sierra Nevada. These
alterations in migratory patterns have
occurred over a short period of time
and may reflect ecosystem-level
changes. Nevertheless, it is essential
to determine cause-specific mortality
of neonates (fawns) in order to
characterize relationships between
population dynamics, habitat
conditions, and influences of maternal
body condition as related to fawn
production among female deer that
summer in the San Joaquin River
drainage (west slope) and compared
to nonmigratory deer that summer on
the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada.

The cause for differential
survivorship among these mule deer
is yet to be determined, and that

information is essential to
understanding the relationships
between maternal costs of
reproduction and its effects on
female body condition, predators
and their role in mule deer
population dynamics, and the
effects of habitat on female body
condition. Additionally, under-
standing those factors will enable a
better understanding of the effects
of predation on the population
dynamics of these deer.

To develop an understanding of
these relationships, we must be
capable of determining causes of
mortality of neonates, and we are
currently employing the following
methods. Adult does are captured
on the winter range, evaluated for
pregnancy and, if pregnant, are
fitted with vaginal implant

Mule deer fawns are located, captured, various macro-habitat relationships and morphometric data are recorded, and fawns are fitted with

expandable radio transmitters and released.
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transmitters to facilitate our efforts
to capture fawns and characterize
birth sites. Fawns are captured
shortly after birth and are fitted
with radio transmitters to allow us
to monitor survival and habitat
selection. These fawn collars emit a
slow pulse signal when fawns are
moving (i.e., alive). When the collar
has not moved for more than four
hours, it emits a signal at twice the
normal pulse rate to indicate
mortality. Fawns are monitored
daily for survival and when
mortalities are detected, we
investigate immediately to ascertain
cause of death.

During the summer of 2006, we
began an exhaustive effort to
capture and collar as many fawns as
possible.  A total of 37 adult females
had been fitted with vaginal
implant transmitters in March 2006,
which facilitated capture of fawns.
The vaginal implant transmitters,
combined with observations of
adult doe behavior, were employed
to make possible the capture of 42
mule deer fawns. As of December 1,
2006, we have evaluated 21 fawn
mortalities and were able to

determine cause of death in 15
cases (Table 1). Four of the fawns
died immediately following the
birthing process before we were
able to collar them; 1 was killed by
a bear, 2 were related to
malnutrition, and 1 cause of death
could not be determined. One other
mortality was also related to
malnutrition; this fawn died within
2 days of birth.  Three of the other
deaths were attributed to predation
by coyotes, 2 by bobcat, 1 by
mountain lion, and 1 other by bear
on the summer range. At this point
we have been unable to determine
cause of death of fawns on summer
range in only 4 cases. Three of
those fawns were found dead with
no signs of predation; tissue
samples are currently being
analyzed by California Fish and
Game veterinarians to determine
the potential for disease–related
mortality. Two other fawns slipped
their collars in thick vegetation,
which resulted in loss of contact
with those individuals. In addition,
we have documented the deaths of
3 adult does that subsequently

Cause of mortality Number fawns killed

Coyote

Black bear

Bobcat

Lion

Road

Malnutrition

Other natural

Undetermined

Slipped collar

Total Mortalities

7

2

1

1

1

3
3

3

2

23

resulted in mortalities of their
fawns.

Twenty-five fawns were still
alive upon initiation of migration in
October.  One fawn was killed by a
vehicle collision while traveling to
winter range. Upon arriving on the
winter range in Round Valley, 2
were killed by coyotes, and the
cause of 2 other mortalities could
not be determined. We continue to
monitor survival of fawns on a
daily basis on the winter range. The
surviving fawns will be re-captured
in March and fitted with radio
collars that will allow us to
continue monitoring survival and
use of summer ranges relative to
natal range.

Our efforts this summer were
highly successful and are the first
ever to quantify cause–specific
mortality of fawns in the Sierra
Nevada. Nevertheless, data
collected over the next two years
will result in stronger conclusions
and provide more defensible
management recommendations.
The major obstacle we face is the
need for financial support. Vaginal
implants and fawn collars are
expensive, but are necessary to

Table 1.
Cause-specific mortality of mule deer fawns
captured in spring 2006 in the Sierra Nevada,
California (as of November 28, 2006).

Other natural and potentially disease-related causes resulted in the death of this 10-week-old
mule deer fawn.

continued on page 8
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understand the aforementioned
relationships. In addition, due to
the formidable landscape of the
Sierra Nevada, aircraft time for
aerial telemetry is necessary to
maintain daily contact with
animals to determine date and
location of fawn births and
mortalities. Because of recent
retirements, department pilots are
spread very thin across the state,
and that situation has necessitated
the use of contract pilots to
monitor survival of fawns. As a
result, funds previously approved
for the purchase of collars and
vaginal implant transmitters had
to be applied to the aerial
telemetry budget. Therefore, it is a
logistical battle to balance the
need for recurring flights and
increased sample size of collared
fawns to effectively determine
cause-specific mortality of fawns.

Fortunately, our long-term
work in the Sierra Nevada has
been supported generously by
numerous conservation
organizations, including the

California Deer Association
(CDA). The California Department
of Fish and Game has provided
the base funding for more than 10
years, but it is the support of
organizations such as CDA that
have made it possible to conduct
meaningful investigations.
Significant funds have also been
provided by the Granite Bay

These pictures depict the substantial difference in habitats typically used by mule deer fawns that summer west of the Sierra crest (left photo) as
compared to those that summer east of the crest (right photo).

continued from page 7

Predation of 7-week-old mule deer fawn by coyotes on August 24, 2006.

Chapter of Safari Club Inter-
national, Mule Deer Foundation,
and National Rifle Association.
Monies provided by organizations
outside the Department have been
essential for the project continu-
ation, and have allowed it to
become one of the most well-
known and respected efforts ever

undertaken in California.



Santa Rosa Island
Youth Deer Hunt

By Jerry Springer
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      CDA is very pleased to
announce that Vail and Vickers
Co. and Multiple Use Managers
have generously donated a
special youth deer hunt for five
junior hunters on Santa Rosa
Island for 2007.

One hunt will be auctioned
off at the following five 2007
CDA Chapter banquets:
  Redding
  Chico
  Western Sierra (Sonora)
  Central Coast (Paso Robles)
  Southern California
2007 Hunt Dates:
    November 23rd 10:00 a.m. to
    November 25th  3:00 p.m.
Location of Departure:
   Camarillo Airport
   305 Durley Road
   Camarillo, CA 93010

Here’s a once-in-a-lifetime
chance to have your child or other
youngster (age 10-16) experience
the finest deer hunting operation
in all of California.

This three-day hunt is slated
for the weekend of Thanksgiving
2007. The auction includes a
Kaibab mule deer buck —
maximum points allowed on the
antlers is a total of five. This does
not include eye guards. While the
bucks to be harvested are not
considered trophies, every junior
hunter will have plenty of chances
to shoot a nice buck. Additionally,
each junior hunter must be
accompanied by a parent or
guardian. All meals and lodging
are included for the three days.
Sleeping arrangements will be in
the ranch house and/or tents. No
tags or licenses are required to
hunt Santa Rosa Island.

While the hunt is not for
trophy deer, just the opportunity
to see 50-100 deer a day — with
most of them being bucks — is

something a junior hunter or their
accompanying adult will not soon
forget. The Thanksgiving period is
also during the rut, so everyone
will likely see some great big deer;
they just aren’t part of the
package. In 2006, the average
trophy deer on the island scored
205 SCI points, and had an
average width of 30.8".

The island is 54,000 acres of
open, rugged mountains, coastal
plains, and sagebrush hills. Shots
are typically in the range of 100-
200 yards. In the three days, all
participants will have a chance to
see a vast majority of the island,
since it is hunted from 4x4 trucks.

For this hunt, each junior will
be able to harvest one manage-
ment buck that will score over 80
SCI points, and also have a chance
to shoot one doe if they so choose.
Most bucks that will be targeted
will be at least three years old and
be at least 18" wide. Due to
limitations set forth by the
National Park—yes, this hunt is
on the Channel Islands National
Park— all hunters will have to
bring only non-lead ammunition
for their rifle. The smallest caliber
that will be allowed for this hunt
for a center-fire rifle is .243. We
suggest this size and up to .30-06
or a .308 or anything in between.
The only item not included in the
auction is the round-trip airfare
which is approximately $500 per
person. Exact prices will be
determined by May.

If you have a child you want
to get excited about deer hunting,
this may be the perfect chance to
start them on a lifelong love for
California deer hunting.

Good Luck!
Andrew J. Wood
CDA President

Help A Chapter

New chapters are forming in
the following areas:

San Diego
Clear Lake
Auburn
Northeastern California

If these chapters are in your
area, help them grow by
pitching in and being part of
the CDA Team.

Interested in starting a CDA
Chapter? Have a question
about CDA banquets, projects
or the organization?

Contact:
Rick Bulloch
CDA Field Director and

Chapter Development

P.O. Box 4806

Petaluma, CA 94955

Phone/Fax:  (707) 992-0390

E-mail:  rbullcda@comcast.net

At this year ’s sports shows
the Department of Fish and
Game has a highlight for
hunters. It will be DFG’s
exclusive sale of its special
centennial hunting license
marking the 100th anniver-
sary of the California hunting
license. DFG celebrates the
milestone with a special
permit designed with images
from a wildlife artist. This
2007 hunting license will be
the last printed version of its
kind as all licenses beginning
in 2008 will be computer
generated.

California
Centennial

License
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artnershipS h a r i n g  t h

Sponsors

Alpen Optics

     For the third straight year the
California Deer Association
(CDA) has conducted the Sharing
the Tradition Junior Deer Hunt
program on the famous Tejon
Ranch.
     This past year 20 juniors were
selected in the CDA drawing
open to the public for free guided
antlerless deer hunts.
     Don Geivet of the Tejon Ranch
continues to be a strong sup-
porter of the program and as a
result the number of tags avail-
able has increased each year.
     The hunts are free, and include
one-on-one guides, food, lodging
and game care. In addition, each
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junior hunter received an excellent
pair of binoculars from Alpen
Optics and from Winchester
Ammunition, two boxes of Win-
chester Supreme ammo in their
caliber.
     The 20 juniors were divided
into four groups of five with a
different hunt date for each group.
      All 20 juniors saw lots of
wildlife and with their good
shooting skills, all filled their tags.
     Once again, CDA would like to
thank the Tejon Ranch and its
excellent staff, Alpen Optics for
providing such fine binoculars for
all the juniors, and Winchester
Ammunition for supplying top-of-
the-line ammunition for the past
three years.

Jerry Springer
“Sharing the Tradition”
Hunt Program Coordinator

“We would have
driven to Canada

for this hunt”
Father of a junior hunter



What are the Odds?
By Rich Krona
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The quest for the 30"+ buck

is fast becoming the standard of

a successful hunt. I listen to

friends and people at the Sport

Show making excuses for JUST

SHOOTING a 26+or- deer on

their hunt. Statements that I

often hear “I shot a last-minute

buck only 24” but good mass,”

“Saw some good bucks but was

unable to get a shot at one,

came home with a meat buck

23.” These statements go on

and on.

Let me try and put it in

perspective. For those who

have played sports at the high

school or college level … Take

all the high school and college

players in the nation and ask

what percentage of those

players will play professional

sports? I do not know for sure

but it’s about 3% (maybe). I use

this as a tool only to illustrate

just how few of us will harvest

a 30" buck. There are just not

enough of them to make all our

dreams come true. Today those

with the ability to pay the price

can hunt the places that

manage for this type of buck

but for us average-income

hunters, the 30" buck will just

be a wonderful dream.

I hear hunters saying that

all the deer has to do to become

a 30" buck is have age and good

habitat. Sorry, but the main

item in this meal is genetics.

The rest of the story is age and

good habitat, but without the

genetics you just get what is a

great buck no matter what the

spread may reach. All this was

driven home when I hunted

New Mexico this year. I was

hunting a private ranch that

has 125,000 acres. Six deer are

harvested off this ranch each

year. The rancher has owned

the ranch for more than 35

years and tells me that they

have harvested ONE 30" buck

in 35 years. The six CDA

hunters who hunted the ranch

all harvested great bucks. We

harvested bucks from 22" to 28-

and-one-half inches. We passed

on many bucks that fell in this

range as we were looking for

bigger bucks. Our guides aged

all our deer and found all to be

4 to 8 years of age.

My point is simply that for

most of us — myself included

— we read too many stories in

hunting magazines and watch

too many outdoor TV shows.

Most of these are not hunts that

you or I would be able to

purchase or be invited to

attend. There is a lot of advice

about all kinds of ways to beat

the odds … Coyote camp, scout

the back country where most

hunters will not work that

hard, etc. All good advice but

there is not a 30" buck for all of

us hunters. Mature mule deer

bucks that have reached their

prime at six to seven years old

normally have spreads in the

22" to 26" range. This is a great

trophy today and if you look at

old Uncle Bob’s or Granddad’s

pictures from the good old days

and study their meat poles,

what you will see is by far the

majority of the bucks shown in

the pictures have 22" to 26"

racks.

I will close by saying to all,

just keep looking for the buck

of your dreams. When you

harvest any buck that you

squeeze the trigger and

harvest, remember it is a

TROPHY. Don’t make excuses

for the deer not being 30"!!!

Sharing the Tradition
Comments

Thank you, the California Deer Asso-
ciation and Tejon Ranch for providing
my son Brandon and me the opportu-
nity to experience this wonderful
tradition. He had a great time and
learned a few things too. This was the
first deer he field dressed and helped to
process the meat. His guide Steve at the
ranch was very patient and helpful. He
is well on his way of supporting the
tradition for a lifetime.  This was an
experience we will not forget.

Regards,
Steve Fantasia

Thanks again for a great opportunity
for Andrew and all of these kids. You
are making a big impact on these kids’
lives. They will never forget this
experience with their dads and other
good role models.

Garry Sewell

I would like to thank you, the Califor-
nia Deer Association, Tejon Ranch, and
the many sponsors for a quality hunt-
ing experience provided to the junior
hunters. It was easy to notice the pride
of the young hunters, including my
son, in harvesting their first deer. I take
my son hunting every year but this was
by far the best trip we have ever had
together and we will remember it for
the rest of our lives. Please extend my
thanks to the other sponsors that
helped in providing this trip for our
junior hunters. The guides and accom-
modations were first class as was the
game that the ranch provided.

Thanks
E Paul O'Neal & David O'Neal
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D O N O R S P O T L I G H T

Cardrona Safaris
Cardrona Safaris of New

Zealand provides hunters with an
opportunity to pursue a number
of game animals in the heart of
New Zealand’s most spectacular
hunting country.

John Scurr runs this family
operation and has donated hunts
to CDA over the years.

One of the donated hunts was
purchased by CDA president
Andy Wood. The top picture
shows Margo Wood, Andy’s wife,
with a red deer stag. The other

pictures show Andy with a cham-
ois and a tahr.

Cardrona Safaris offers hunts
for trophy red deer, tahr, chamois,
fallow deer, and water buffalo.

In addition, trout and ocean
fishing are available as well as
small game hunting.

Located near Queenstown,
which is known as the adventure
capital of the world, your non-
hunting companion can take
advantage of the many nearby
popular tourist activities.

If you are interested in infor-
mation regarding what could be
your hunting adventure of a
lifetime or just want more infor-
mation about hunting in New
Zealand, contact John Scurr of
Cardrona Safaris at the address
below or check out their website
at www.cardronasafaris.com.
  Cardrona Safaris
  John Scurr
  Cardrona Road,
  Wanaka, Central Otago
  New Zealand
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CDA Life Membership

106. Joseph Murphy
107. Mike Smith
108. Jim Perry
109. John Hanks
110. Donald Pearson
111. Robert Manger
112. Steve Iverson
113. James A. Myers
114. Mitchell Kirk
115. Brent Kirk

Be Part Of The Growing Number

      Here is a great way for you to
help make CDA an even stronger
organization for the benefit of the
deer herds of California. Join the
growing number of CDA Life
Members today!
     In addition to the regular

member benefits, Life Members get
the following benefits:
• Life Member pin
• Life Member plaque
• Life Member jacket
• CDA Record Book

• Entry in the annual Phil Bassetti
    Life Member Gun Drawing
    (with fully paid membership)
Become a Life Member this year
by either giving CDA $1,000 or
four equal yearly payments of
$250 each.

New
Life Members

Phil Bassetti Life Member Gun Drawing
Drawing held during Salinas Valley Chapter Banquet

April 21, 2007

Don’t Miss Out on This Year’s
Life Member Gun Drawing!
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MEMBERS AFIELD

Share your days afield with other CDA members. Send your photos to:

Members Afield  •  P.O. Box 7708  •  Stockton, CA 95267

According to Kearney Martins, Santa Rosa Island is where
dreams come true! A Salinas Valley Chapter Committee and
CDA Life Member, Martins proudly shows off his Santa
Rosa Island buck. While hunting on August 30, 2006, Mar-
tins took this buck which was sporting a rack that mea-
sures 35 inches wide.  Martins has been a chapter commit-
tee member since 1996.

After a number of  years entering the Nevada Big
Game Drawing, CDA Board member and Treasurer
Dana Guidotti was successful in the 2006 draw.
Guidotti was hunting with Western Wildlife Adven-
tures when she took this outstanding 4x4 mule deer
buck. Her husband, Paul, is in the  background.

Hailey Munk (center) had just attended her first junior high
school dance when she rushed home on September 8, 2006 to
get in an evening A Zone deer hunt. It was 7 p.m. in Lucas
Valley (Marin County) when she pulled the trigger of her
Ruger .243 and placed the shot just behind the shoulder of the
buck that was standing broadside 80 yards away. This was
Hailey’s first buck. Pictured to the left is Bridger Munk (brother
and tracker) and Ron Munk (Dad and packer).

It took eight years and maximum Preference Points
for Sacramento CDA Chapter member Brian Azevedo
to draw a 2006 archery tag for the Lassen Zone 4 prong-
horn antelope hunt. It was worth the wait! On open-
ing day hunting from a blind, Azevedo took his buck.
He was shooting a Mathews Switchback with Easton
Kinetic II arrows tipped with Wac’Em broadheads. The
buck didn’t even know he was hit and went about 20
yards before going down. Photo by John Escobar.
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2nd Annual Chimineas Ranch Junior Hunt

On the weekend of September
15-17, 2006, the Department of Fish
and Game (DFG) along with the
Central Coast Chapter of the
California Deer Association (CDA),
hosted its 2nd Annual Junior Deer
Hunt on the  35,000-acre Chimineas
Unit of the Carrizo Plain Ecological
Reserve in San Luis Obispo County.

Two lucky junior hunters were
drawn in 2005, with one taking a
buck during the two-day hunt. The
hunt was expanded in 2006 so that
three juniors would have the
opportunity to hunt a California
deer. The three were Zac Rossen
and his dad Jonathan Rossen of
Danville; Matt Recce and his dad
Dave Recce of Victorville; and
Danny Nuno and his dad Alberto
Segura of Granada Hills.  None of
the three had ever taken a buck
before so this was a special
weekend for everyone.

The three juniors and their dads
arrived Friday evening. Orientation
was given by Bob Stafford, a DFG
Associate Wildlife Biologist. The
group was treated to a hearty
barbecue dinner and the juniors
received CDA bags, hats, shirts,
gloves, skinning knives and other
useful items. CDA also provided
three Jeeps, and volunteers from the
CDA Central Coast Chapter served
as guides, cooks, spotters and
instructors.

Saturday morning started
before first light with breakfast, hot
coffee and three junior hunters who
couldn’t wait to take to the field!
The hunt was divided into three
groups, with each group consisting
of two guides, a junior hunter and
his dad. Each group set out  in a
different direction with just one
thing in mind. That was to get these
kids their first buck and give them
proper instruction on sighting deer,
making a clean kill, and field
dressing and caring for the animal
they had just harvested.

Danny Nuno and his father
were in group one. They were

guided by Bob Middlecamp and
Ron Rominger. It didn’t take them
long! They spotted a nice 2x2
shortly after daylight in an open
grassland draw about 400 to 500
yards away. A stalk was planned
and carried out perfectly with
Danny and his guides getting to
within 90 yards of the buck. To his
delight, Danny made a one-shot kill
and pitched in on the field dressing
and getting his animal back to the
Jeep.

Group two consisted of hunter
Zac Rossen and his father. They
were guided by Ryan Smith and
Scott Simmons. About 9:00 a.m.
they spotted a very nice buck
chasing a doe as it topped out over
a ridge. Both guides and hunter set
off on foot and skirted the ridgeline
where they spotted the buck across
the canyon at about 90 yards. Zac
made a clean one-shot kill that
proved to be the best buck of the
day. It had a width of 18 inches with
eye guards and heavy antlers.

Matt Recce and his father were
in group three. They were guided
by Rick Criswell and Jim Buffett.
Earlier in the afternoon they spotted
a nice buck bedded down under a
tree, and a stalk was made by Matt
and his guides. Matt gave it his best
effort but missed the buck cleanly.
Disappointed, they continued in
search of another buck. An hour or
so passed and Ryan Smith, from the
second group, told of another buck
lying with a doe under an oak tree
that had been spotted while they
were heading back with their buck.
They all went to the area where the
buck was last seen, and Matt and
Smith made a stalk on the bedded
buck. They got within 60 yards and
Matt dropped the buck on the
second shot. Matt overshot the buck
on his first shot, but quickly
recovered and hit home with the
second shot. The buck turned out to
be a nice 3x2.

All three juniors were given
instruction on how to care for their

animals and how to skin them. A
wonderful steak barbecue was put
on that evening by Ray Morrison,
Lew Kilion, Dick Oliveira and Ron
Bellefeuille of the CDA Central
Coast  Chapter. All  four of these
cooks get special thanks because
they provided all the meals for the
two-day event. I think everyone
gained 10 pounds because of their
good cooking.

Sunday morning everyone was
served breakfast and their animals
were prepared and packed on ice
for the long trips home. The juniors
and their fathers were invited to
the shooting range where they were
given instruction and helpful hints
to improve their shooting.

The day ended with Ryan
Smith, CDA Central Coast Chapter
President, and Rick Bulloch, CDA
Field Director and Chapter
Development, giving theses parting
words. “The California Deer
Association is honored to be part of
this hunt. We all shared with these
three wonderful kids and parents
their experience in taking their first
bucks. We instructed them in the
proper care and handling of their
animals and shared with them their
delight in making great stalks on
the animals and taking them down
with good, clean shots. We saw
each of the smiles on their faces as
they brought their animals into the
headquarters. This was a very
positive experience for all involved.
These young men are the future of
our sport and their actions this
weekend started them in the right
direction. Special thanks go to Bob
Stafford of the DFG for allowing
this hunt to take place on the
Chimineas Ranch and for letting
CDA put on this hunt.”

Larry Smith
Vice President
Central Coast Chapter CDA
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It’s O’Dark Thirty and junior hunter Zac Rossen is in one of the Jeeps
with guides Ryan Smith (driving), Scott Simmons and Zac’s father.

Front row below left to right are CDA members Ron Rominger, Bob Middlecamp,
Scott Simmons, Ryan Smith, Rick Criswell. Back row are hunters and fathers, left to
right Alberto and Danny, Jonathan and Zac, and Matt and Dave.

Junior hunter Zac Rossen gets hands-on
instruction from CDA members on proper game

care and skinning of his buck.

Danny Nuno and his dad Alberto show off
Danny’s first buck.

Matt Recce poses with his first buck along with junior hunters Zac Rossen (center) and
Danny Nuno. Their smiles tell it all.

 The dandy buck above was taken by junior
hunter Zac Rossen.
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Success plays a part but the real
reason is the years of hunting and
effort that led to the reward of a
beautiful buck.

I had heard and read for years
about some public land in
Monterey County that offered
limited hunting for those who were
willing to abide by military rules
and regulations, and register to
hunt in defined areas on specific
days during certain hours. The
stories and photos were enough to
excite this experienced hunter and
with the equal opportunity that was
the rule, I became a man on a
mission.

Unfortunately my timing was a
little off as I realized over the years
that a major drought in California
was in effect, deer numbers were
down and competition was high. It
seemed that many had been
inspired by the same information
that I had found. Not to be
discouraged, I religiously traveled
to my newly discovered hunting
grounds each deer season until
becoming somewhat familiar with
the country and habitat.

The distinctive aroma of
warming brush filled my nostrils as
I headed up the ridge leaving the
pickup behind. I knew the
phenomenon as the odor of deer
hunting, which had always spurred
my excitement of the hunt.

It seemed like the day broke
early in the heat of the Southern
California foothills, and what began
with a chill quickly relented to the
thermals of the morning. I worked
my way up to a crest overlooking
good deer habitat with a few
scattered patches of wild oats and
an occasional oak or scraggily pine
tree rooted amongst the typical
choking brush of several varieties.
The morning was young and
although a careful still-hunt
through broken country can be
effective, I chose to get comfortable
up against a large rock and keep a
close eye with some good glass.

Saturday of August
and continues into
September.
       According to
California
Department of Fish
and Game
biologists, the
distribution of
these deer is
diverse. They
range from the
western slope of
the Sierra Nevada
Mountain Range to
the coastal
territories of
Monterey, San Luis
Obispo, Santa
Barbara, Ventura,
and Los Angeles
counties, with
herds reaching into
the Inland Empire
of the state.
       I like to call
California mule

deer the Rodney Dangerfield of
California deer as they don’t
generally get a lot of respect.
Although they are a beautiful short-
haired deer with definitive
markings, they are not known for
large or massive antlers but are a
treasured prize in their own right.
For those who have hunted them
and other deer species of North
America, an appreciation of their
cunning and beauty is in time
realized.

Much of the California mule
deer population’s prime habitat in
the state is mostly on private land.
Deer can be pursued on some
properties for a price or for the
more adventuresome, a hunt on
public land may be the ticket.
National Forests provide plenty of
challenge for harvesting a buck,
inspiring those with a love for the
hunt.

Although it has been a few
years, one California mule deer
hunt will never be forgotten.

Throw on a blue chambray
shirt, put a GI canteen on your belt,
stuff a handful of cartridges and a
knife into a Levi pocket and you
would be geared up for a deer hunt
at a time when I was just old
enough to carry a rifle. We hunted
California mule deer on the south
coast when camo and a lot of fancy
gear hadn’t come along yet, but the
excitement of the hunt was none-
theless that of today. Many rifles
were not scoped but long shots
were the exception and hunting in
heavy cover was the rule. Little did
we know at the time that we were
after one of the most prized sub-
species of deer in the Golden State.

California mule deer reside in
country that is rough and diverse
and they have an ability to elude
and survive in conditions that can
be quite extreme for the hunter.
Heat, ticks, brush and rattlers are
the unsolicited partners in good
south coast deer country as the
season normally opens the first

Beating the Odds
By Tim Baugh
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During the previous seasons I
had experienced a few close
encounters with bucks but they
were short and humbling, leaving
me with the notion that a hunter
in this newfound paradise must be
ready and quick with a rifle.

I reluctantly admit that the
midmorning sun got the best of
me. I chose not to fight it and
drifted off into a pleasant sleep
with the thought of waking to a
buck in view. Of course that did
not happen but I felt rested and
motivated to move on.

I started down a finger ridge
into a new drainage at about
midday, glassing ahead as I
traveled. Not far from the bottom
I intersected fresh tracks that
indicated a group of deer were
just in front, moving out ahead. I
had entered a shady zone and had
probably disturbed them from
their daytime bedding area. I
tracked them slowly while
keeping an eye focused at the
forefront for any kind of
movement. The deer were using a

well-traveled game trail that
weaved a path under trees and
around brush until it crossed into
an open area that offered a view of
an opposing hillside with much of
the same cover. I broke into the
open and immediately caught a
glimpse of movement near the
crest of the ridge.

A doe was working her way
toward the top, surely trying to
gain distance from the intruder. In
an instant the muscular body of
another deer slightly below
attracted my attention. The image
of polished antlers glistening in
the sunlight and swaying side to
side stimulated my hunter
instincts immediately. I dropped
to the sitting position, brought the
rifle up and readied for a shot. It
was a pretty good poke across the
canyon and one shot was surely
all I would get. I centered the
cross hairs just forward of the
shoulder blades and pressured the
trigger on my aught six. I heard
the bullet hit and in a second the
buck was tumbling straight

downhill through the tangles of
brush into a gully out of sight.

All became quiet as the dust
drifted by and for a half-hour or
so I just sat, listened and kept
watch. A wounded buck would be
hard to recover and my only hope
would be to hear movement. I had
a pretty good mark on where he
came to rest and carefully made
my way down the deep passage at
the ready. That was not necessary
as I found him piled up against a
large boulder, dead from the bullet
that hit him in the lower spine.

I don’t think I have ever been
more excited about killing a buck.
He hangs on my wall now and
reminds me that the experience
was more a test of perseverance
and will than skill. I discovered
that the more days spent on the
hunt the higher the chances for
that one special opportunity when
you must be ready, have to stay
focused and cannot hesitate.

Whoever said that, “If you
snooze, you lose?”

Surely not I.
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